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Single mother builds
'succulent kingdom'
By Huang Zheng

Peng Xianjin, the director
of the Wuhan Ziyong
Horticultural Professional
Cooperative, is a 36-year-old
single mother living alone with
her son. She spent five years
building the largest succulent
gardening base in Hubei.
Peng became a single
mother when her son was
three years old. While raising
her child alone, she had to
work hard to earn money so
she opened a snack bar in
Qiaokou District, which was
open 13 to 14 hours a day.
Peng spotted a business
opportunity when the
succulents grew in popularity.
At the end of 2013, she
invested RMB 30,000, which
she made from running the
snack bar, and built a
greenhouse. She did art design
for succulents, and expanded
sales to the wedding industry.
She also opened a WeChat
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public account, and a QQ chat
group, guiding people to
cultivate succulents. The
succulent enthusiasts in Wuhan
and surrounding areas and
even from Beijing and Liaoning
frequent her greenhouse to buy
succulents.
After five years'
development, the Ziyong
Horticultural Cooperative has

expanded its total area to 31.3
hectare, cultivating nearly
2,000 varieties of succulent
plants, with an annual output
of 100,000 pieces. It is
currently the largest base of
succulent plants development,
cultivation and planting in
Hubei, which incorporates both
succulent plant landscape and
outdoor landscape designs.

High school teacher
addresses 'Singapore Design
Week'
By Shi Zheng

Du Tao, a teacher from Wuhan
Wujiashan No. 3 High School, gave
a speech on March 7 at the
exchange meeting of the UNESCO
"Design and Education — Urban
Experimental Project" held during the
2019 Singapore Design Week. He
introduced his students' innovation
experiences in which they integrated
their science curriculum into cultural
design.
During this year's winter
vacation, more than 30 junior high
school students from Wujiashan No.
3 High School learned the
technological process of enamel
making and created 3D cultural and
creative products under the guidance
of the maker tutor from the Jewelry
School of the China University of
Geosciences. The students drew
sketches, made graphics with
computers, created 3D modeling,
while the final coloring turned their
fresh and fancy ideas into creative
works. For example, Liu Yuhang and
his group members incorporated the
Jingchu cultural elements like the
yellow crane, chime bells, and the
sword of Goujian, into the strokes of
the Chinese character "楚"(Chu), and
designed products such as ornaments
and bookmarks.

Elderly people with cognitive
impairment trained with
games
By Yang Fan
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Capturing changes with pictures
By Li Fang

A photography exhibition
themed "Light, Shadow and
Dreams — Celebrating the
70th Anniversary of the
Founding of the People's
Republic of China" was
officially unveiled on the
second floor of the Hankou
Customs House Museum on
March 5.

The 60 works on display
are related to urban
construction, cultural
development, folk customs,
ecological civilization and the
lives of ordinary people. With
these photos visitors can
appreciate the flashing lights of
the cities, the city builders
sweating in the sun, the

takeout deliveryman working in
the snowy night, the happy
faces in the new countryside,
the schoolchildren experiencing
their first traditional opera, the
amicable smile of a Tibetan
grandmother, the devoutness of
the Buddha admirer, and other
quotidian scenes. The
exhibition lasts through May 2.

On the morning of March 6, the
Jiang'an District Social Welfare House
Cognitive Disorder Care Area
officially opened to the public. This
ward is designed for the elderly with
cognitive impairment to help them
keep their minds active and improve
each person's quality of life.
The care facility consists of four
rooms respectively themed about old
objects, ancient poetry, historical
photographs, and China's four great
classic novels. Every day the elderly
men will exercise after which they
play with toys and puzzles. As the
cognitive disorder worsens, those
afflicted may suffer sensory loss of
smell, touch, and sight. Toys in the
game room are designed to stimulate
the touch and sight of the elderly
with even the tableware being of
different colors.

